Package Management Solutions - Design Essentials

Course #: FCDE072020
Face-to-Face Learning Providing 1 LU | HSW

Course Description:
This 60-minute course provides an overview of growth trends in package delivery and information necessary to recommend and specify package management solutions for businesses, universities, multifamily residential and single-family residential homeowners. In addition, this course summarizes the different types of package management equipment, recommended applications, detailed information on current equipment standards, and accessibility considerations used to improve package management and user convenience.

Learner Outcomes:
At the end of this course, participants will be able to:
• Discuss how the growth of eCommerce and package delivery has impacted package management design decisions for various types of projects through increased theft and security issues
• Recognize how governing bodies such as the Fair Housing Act (FHA) and the United States Postal Service 4C Guidelines (STD-4C) have addressed user safety and security in mailbox and package locker design
• Explain the security benefits of mechanical versus automated package management solutions
• Determine common space and accessible user requirements for different types of centralized package management locker solutions
• Recognize accessibility and regulatory requirements associated with parcel locker solutions

Point of Contact:
Ready to learn more about centralized mailbox equipment?
Contact Mike Travisano, Architectural Sales Representative, to schedule your one hour class, today!

Online: www.florencemailboxes.com/architects-toolkit
Email: mtravisano@florencorporation.com
Phone: 785.323.4591
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